Privacy Notice and Use Policy F4S Faculty for Safety
This privacy notice discloses the privacy practices and use policy for CAPSOLNotes F4S application. This privacy notice applies solely to information collected by this application.
In order to use this application, an F4S user must first complete the registration form. During registration, a user is required to give certain information that will be used to associate you with the account.
F4S Users can submit tips or chat. When chatting with an S4S user, S4S chat is anonymous unless the S4S user chooses otherwise.

Use
Users acknowledge by downloading this product that this application uses data to increase life safety. Tips are evaluated for content to determine what action, if any, can be taken.
F4S users understand information regarding tips and/or chat is confidential and any conversations are not to be retransmitted, copied or shared with anyone whether anonymous or not unless there is a need to know by the receiving party or if CAPSOLNotes is complying with a lawful order by an authority with appropriate jurisdiction.

Sharing
We do not share any information of any kind to any company for the purpose of advertising or marketing.
User accepts all liability with the use of this product.
If you disagree with the terms of this privacy policy do not install or use this program.